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Ladies and Gentlemen,

\r

if we look into the literature on the theme "Goethe and the Jews" we do not find very much.

In the more than 100 volumes of the yearbook of the German Goethe-Society there is not

one essay dealing with this issue. Only two books have been written on this theme. The first

one appeared in 1925 by Heinz Teweles - 1 think he is a Jew - a book in which Goethe is

presented as a person with a fundamentally positive attitude towards the Jews. Then there is

a postwar book of an American author, Mark Waldman. Then you find an article in the

Goethe-Handbuch of Zeitler in the pre-war period. In the post-war period the theme was

dealt with by Mr. Hartung who wrote an article on it and who treated this issue in the new

Goethe handbook. There he gives some bibiographical hints, for example: Wilhelm

Mommsen: "Die politischen Anschauungen Goethes". I looked it through: there is nothing

to be found. And finally there are two articles of Wilfried Barner - and that is nearly all, as

far as I can see.

This is a phenomenon. It is less thant the literature on themes like "Goethe and the Harz

Mountains", or Goethe and Osnabriick (a city in Southern Westfalia). The reason for it

seems quite obvious. It is a touchy theme. It either hurted the feelings of German resp.

christians or the feelings of the Jews. So both sides did not dare to touch it. I confess that I

myself did not deal with it, perhaps because of these reasons. You have forced me to think

about it - and I thank you very much for it.

Goethe and the Jews is a rather complex theme. To put it in another way: there are a lot of

complexes around this issue. And a lot of prejudices. Prejudices with regard on one hand to

Goethe and on the other hand to the Jews.

So Goethe - or the Jews - are either accused or defended. There are opinions about this

theme

by Non-Jews and

by Jews.



Among the non-Jews we find the following positions:

- Goethe is antisemitic (Houston Chaimberlain or Hitler)

- he is a Jew himself (Mathilde Ludendorff)

- Goethe is attacked because of not being antisemitic

- he is attacked because of being antisemitic.

- he is neither a philosemite nor an antisemite

If we look into the position of the Jews we find the following attitudes:

- He is attacked by Jews, but not for being antisemitic, but because his ideas, his

work, his person did not please them (Borne and Heine and Heinrich Graetz,

Geschichte der Juden f e ).

- He is defended by Jews against the accusation of being antisemitic.

- He is extremely loved by Jews, particularly by German Jews.

I don't know of any Jewish person who is accusing him of antisemitism. If you know one,

please tell me.

i

I

The situation is flirtheron complicated by the historical fact of the Holocaust. After 1945 the

word antisemitism is inseperately connected with the killing of 6 million innocent people

Before the Nazis antisemitism was an attitude which had, fundamentally, nothing to do with

murder and killing. Today everybody who is called antisemitic has to be ashamed, if he has

kept a bit of sensibility. This was not the case before Hitler

Antisemitism grew stronger in Germany with the growing of German nationalism. This can

be seen already in the times of Goethe, more precisely during and after the so called Liberty

Wars (Freiheitskriege). German nationalism and antisemitism together formed an unholy

combination. We can find this already with the classical" romantic authors: Achim von

Arnim, Clemens Brentano, etc.. A good German had to be an antisemite just because he was

a good German. A philosemite or, let's say, a German person who fought for the

emancipation and for equal rights for Jews in Germany was suspected to be a bad German.

You will find a similar attitude of the German intellectuals throughout our history: They

always chose something bad to prove that they are intellectuals During the division of

Germany they proved their being intellectuals by praising the communist East Germany and

condemning the free democracy of West Germany. Of course, there were a lot of reasons to

criticize West Germany, but there were a lot more reasons to find it hundred times better

than the communist dictatorship.
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During the First World War the German intellectuals defended the deep German soul

against the morally cynical western rationalism. Thomas Mann's "Betrachtungen eines

Unpolitischen" - what a title! - is demonstrating this nonsense on a very high intellectual

level.

So, before the war, nationalistic German intellectuals were proud, not ashamed, of being

antisemites. They proved by their antisemitism they were very good Germans.

Preparing me for this conference I got to know everything Goethe had said or written about

the Jews. And I must say: sometimes I was shocked about it Some words of him sounded

very ugly in my ears. But there were others which sounded very good. I was contused. The

picture was very contradictory. Was Goethe, at least sometimes in his life an anti-semite?

This is a difficult question because it is rather difficult to define what that is: an anti-semite

in 1800. Was it already antisemitism if a man did not care for the Jews?

The Jews were a supressed minority in Germany and all over Europe. Should an honorable

man not care about such a social injustice towards a lot of his co-citizens?

Or he did not like the Jews. But who is saying that there is an obligation to like Jews'? And

is this already antisemitism? I know a very honorable American citizen who does not like

the Afro-Americans - but he is doing quite a lot for Afro-American children.

Somebody is privately expressing his dislike of the Jews.

Or he is expressing publicly his dislike of Jews This is obviously done to make the public

dislike the Jews. And this, of course, contributes to the further repression of Jews in the

society.

He is privately against the emancipation of Jews

He is publicly expressing himself and actively working against the emancipation of Jews.

He is actively working to cut back the level of emancipation the Jews are already enjoying.

He is fighting for depriving the Jews of elementary human rights

He is organizing and executing the killing of Jews.



You can find all these attitudes in pre-war Germany. Th,s is one side. On the other hand you

find quite a number of Germans who fought for the emancipation and the equal rights of

Jews in the German society I mention honorable people like Bettina von Armm, Alexander

von Humboldt, Karl Varnhagen von Ense, Heinrich Luden, lohann Friednch B.umenbach,

and, of course, the numerous Jewish intellectuals between 1812 and 1933

Analyzing everything Goethe had said or written about the Jews we can state:

All his negative words on Jews, shocking as they may be at the first glance, are private ones.

His public statements are sometimes critical but always moderate and often balanced by

positive judgements.

Goethe never worked actively against the emancipation of the Jews He never did anything

I ublic to cut back the level of emancipation the Jews enjoyed in hi. tune. He never spoke

up for depriving the Jews of their human rights. I think it is not necessary, to say that he

never thought, privately or publicly, of killing Jews That is the one s.de

The other ride I that he never did something for the emancipation, that ,s the equal rights of

the Jews.

Mother clarification seems to be necessary: ant,semit,sm is today closely«^^>
racism The anfsem.tes invented the „Jewish race". Th,s is a fantastic phenomenon The

o ePt of different human „races" is as such already a very doubtful one.^ *,nst

when asked, in a written form about his race, wrote: „human". ^e -dern DNAresearch

has established that all living human be,ngs belong to the same kind Now, there a e

Africans, Indians, Malayans, Eastasians and the Australians All these human families

comprise a lot of peoples and nations and languages

In this sense it may be justified to speak of „human races" It seems clear to me that our

^buted ah human qualities and deficiencies with an incredible justice al, over the

whole mankind.

The Jews were, before Jerusalem was destroyed, a relatively small nation in the Near Eas,

raciX" - in the indicated sense - closely related to the family of nations hv.ng ,n tins part

of the world, separated from them by their special religion

Now, how to make out of a small nation a „race" If you look -o the literature^untUthe

death of Goethe 1832 you will never find the concept of a
,

ew.sh^l^^
invention of the Count Gobineau, a Frenchman, who used the „sc,entific results of Germ

anThrlpologists „ke Thomas Soemmering to construct the totally idiot* idea of a Jew.sh

race



Mr. Soemmering was a famous anthropologist and physiologist in his time and he wrote a

famous book on the differences of races in which he, as he believed, proved scientifically,

looking into the physiology of Kaukasians and black Africans, that black Africans are closer

to monkeys than to the noble Kaukasian race Then he looked into the other „races" and,

naturally he found out, that they were all inferior to the Kaukasian race. This is a wonderful

example of the terrible outcomes of the so-called „objectivity" of human sciences which

leads, necessaryly, to the most stupid results.

Of course, none of these anthropologists in the beginning of the 19th century has ever seen

a black African They based their „scientific research" on the description of voyagers who

were mostly slave traders, one of them is quoted by Soemmering. I would like to quote this

passage.

"The negroes in the interiors of Africa are, nearly without any exception, cannibals, they

have a terribly tigerlike appearance and pointed or jagged teeth which are similar to those of

foxes. Some of them are so wild and greedy for human flesh that they bite big pieces of flesh

out of their neighbours or co-slaves arms or legs and swallow them up."

Goethe never spoke or thought about a "Jewish race". He was only talking of the Jewish

"tribe" or "nation" or "people". So, Goethe's views on the Jews have nothing to do with

"racism". This seems to me important, because today antisemitism and racism are nearly

always interconnected.

Finally: we can judge upon Goethe's views on Jews only ifwe hold them before the

background of the general views on Jews in his time in Germany.

And the last point: ifwe treat the theme „Goethe and the Jews" we must do it on the basis

of the personal experiences of Goethe

I thought this long introduction was necessary because before talking about the relationship

of Goethe towards the Jews we have to take into account the coordinates under which this

relationship is to be looked at. And I think, these coordinates are fantastically, even uniquely

complicated. Before judging we have to know what all his opinions and reactions really

mean. Before judging we have to understand, that is to evaluate the facts.

1 Der danische Kaufmann Anton Franz Romer "Von den Varietaten und Abarten der Neger" in

"Gbttingisches Historisches Magazin" 4.1790 abgedmckt in "Die Natur des MenscheiTSommering-

Forschungen, Probleme der Physischen Anthropologic und Rassenkunde 1730-1850 Stgt. New York 1990

S. 93.



There is only one historical source in which Goethe is expressing comprehensively his

attitude towards the Jews In 181 1 Goethe met the Jewish banker Simon Edler von Lamel in

Karlsbad Goethe und von Lamel got to know each other during their walks in the early

morning time Now I try to translate this passage: „Only now, Mr. von Lamel sa.d, I know

that I have the rare honor to talk to His Excellency, the Minister von Goethe " He stood up

and he bowed „1 am the banker Lamel living in Prague" „An extraordinarily remarkable

city"" - said Goethe sitting down without taking notice of this introduct.on „The

synagogue even if it is not as old as the Jews who love to exaggerate believe it to be ,s an

interesting gothic construction Perhaps being bu.lt in the 12th century And the cemetery

with its venerable monuments! It merits to be drawn and the inscriptions must be conserved.

In the course of the time much venerable and memorable is getting lost " A Jew.sh theme

was initiated and Lamel said immediately. „Schiller, your Excellency, has hurt us very much

with his essay „The Mission of Moses" and, what is worst, he has hurt us because he has

not understood the thing at all." Goethe, continuing the theme, sa.d frankly: „The

impression, which I received in my hometown during my childhood was for the major part a

frightening one The people in the densely populated and dark Jewish ghetto were for me

very strange and uncomprehensible experiences wh.ch occupied my fantasy and I could not

understand at all how this people would have written the most remarkable book of the

world by itself. But the disgust which was moving in me during my early ch.ldhood was

mainly shyness in front of the mysteriousness, the ugly My contempt, wh.ch I felt

sometimes, was mainly the reflection of the christian men and women surround.ng me Only

later on when I got to know many spiritually g.fled sensible men of this tribe respect jo.ned

the admiration winch I have for the people who have created the bible and for the poet who

has sung the song of songs."

Now let us look a bit more closely into this text Von Lamel is mentioning Schiller's essay

The Mission of Moses". I must confess, that this made me read this essay for the first ..me

in my life In a certain way, I must admit, 1 am happy that I d.d not read it before^ ,

possible .ha., being younger, i. wou.d have destroyed my admiration for *«*****?

Certainly it is the worst text Schiller has ever written He wrote it ,n the year 1790, that ,s

before he got to know Goethe, which took place, as everyone knows, in 1794 It .s a text

a .ecture Schiller held as a history professor at the University of Jena This .s making th.s

thmg even worse: he is influencing young .gnorant students in the most ant.-jew.sh way

,ma inable It is necessary that I quote some passages of this tex. First he, expressm h.s

adnLtion for .he idea of .he one god wh.ch was main.ained by the Jews
.
roughou *

centuries and millenia. But this is not the merit of the Jewish people but only f the creato

of th, nation, that is to say of Moses Now, Moses is, because of h, b.ography, mad
a
half

Egypt.au He got the idea of the one god by the Egyptians I quote: "The md.gn.ty and
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depravity of the nation cannot destroy the sublime merit of its legislator ." Then Schiller is

describing the fate of the Jewish people in Egypt The Egyptians are putting them very

closely together, that is to say in a ghetto, and because of that a lot of epedemies were

breaking out, among them leprosy I quote: "Hence was laid the first ground for the ev,l

which is connected to this nation until the present times Then it must have raged in a

terrible way The sources of life and creation were slowly poisened by the leprosy and a

hazardous evil became eventually a hereditary constitution of the tribe What has the

inhumanity of the Egyptians made out of the Hebrew people finally in the course of some

centuries'' The rudest, the most malignant, the most depraved people of the earth,

degenerated because of a 300 years long negligence, disheartened by such a long slavery

pressure, humiliated before itself by an infamy hereditarily laying upon it, enervated and

crippled for all heroic decisions and thrown down finally nearly to animals by a so long

lasting stupidity." I confess, I am not prepared to understand this or to excuse this. Th.s is

nothing else than pure hatred and terribly primitive These are the words of a poet, of a

philosopher, of a historian, of an idealist, the words of Schiller.

We find this strange phenomenon throughout the German literary history The noblest, the

most intelligent, the most idealistic people like, e.g. Achim von Arnim, Clemens Breatano,

Johann Gottlob Fichte and, as we know now, Friedrich Schiller present themselves as the

most primitive barbarians when they talk about Jews There is a hole in the brams and m the

hearts of these so called idealists It is not the Jews who are poisened - it is the hearts and

brains of these persons.

So we have to realize, that these observations of Friedrich Schiller are on the same level as

the worst articles in „Der Sturmer". There is no difference betweeen the view of Sch.ller on

the Jews and that of Heinrich Himmler or Walter Heydrich This is a very sad statement, but

we have to take the facts and the words as they are

Heinz Teweles is quoting each sentence Goethe has said or written about the Jews I can

assure you - and that is the next result of my reflections on this theme - that Goethe never

fell so deeply There is not one statement of Goethe which is known of this lowest level It

is quite significative that Goethe is not reacting to the mentioning of the Schiller essay by

von Lamel Being silent, in this case, is also an answer Goethe, naturally, knew this essay

but he did not want to comment on it.

Instead Goethe is talking about the old synagogue in Prague and about the old Jewish

cemetery there He is acknowledging both these things as a part of European history and

culture The synagogue is an ..interesting gothic construction". The cemetery is interesting

because of its old inscriptions which tell us about a part of our own history Then he is



telling about his impressions during his childhood As a boy he went, not because of

attraction but because of curiosity, to the Judengasse, the Jewish street in Frankfurt. It was

really not more than one street most densely populated, precisely spoken totally

overpopulated. There he saw the Jews in their different clothes and with different hairstyles,

with their different language, the so called „Judendeutsch". It was necessarily dirty there,

the language sounded very strange - and it was forbidden to go there Father and mother

told him you must not go there There are living the Jews. And the Jews are very doubtful

and possibly even dangerous people A good boy doesn't go there.

I grew up in a city called Osnabruck In one part of the city lived a Polish community,

workers who have come to Germany before the war, and Polish prisoners ofwar After the

war the Polish prisoners refused to go back into communist Poland and they stayed in

Germany where they lived under very poor conditions. I remember my parents telling us

Don't go there, these are the Poles (in German „Polacken" which is a negative name of the

Poles). They are doubtful people. A good boy doesn't go there Now I am living in

Chicago. Each white American is telling me: you must not go to the southern parts of the

city. These quarters are all black and it is very dangerous to go there.

But the Jews were no danger at all for the public life of the European nations They were

the most obedient citizens in the states They supported without resistance or revolt the

most discriminating laws Their only wish was to survive and to pray to their god Jehova.

Because they were so obviously innocent something had to be invented to make them

dangerous: they had to kill christian babies, they had to poison the christian water, they had

to be without any morals, they had to be bad, rotten, criminal, disgusting And the chr.stians

believed these terrible legends more than they believed in Jesus Christ himself These

legends were not the reason of their hatred They were the product of their hatred.

Whenever something negative happened in Europe it was the guilt of the Jews and it gave

the justification for lulling them, so, e.g. during the great pest around 1350 It were the Jews

who poisened the water and who were the reason that more than half of the European

population died That also the Jews died like everybody else didn't disturb anybody

Antisemitism has nothing to do with logic and has never had something to do with logic.

During the pest of 1350 two thirds of the European Jews were killed by the christian

Europeans They were driven into their synagogues; the synagogues were burnt down and

after that a church was erected on the site of the synagogue and dedicated to the Holy

Virgin Mary All this, of course, promoted by bishops and priests and monks who were the

first ones to tell the people that killing Jews is a moral deed which pleases the Lord



This was still the mental environment of the Jews when Goethe grew up. It is no wonder

that he was full of fear entering the Judengasse in Frankfurt. The bad and rotten character of

the Jews was for the Germans - but not only for the Germans but for all nations in Europe -

a simple fact which needed not to be proved. That there were also economic reasons behmd

it is all too clear and needs not to be elaborated

And so Goethe admits his disgust, his fear, his negative judgement on the Jews during his

childhood The openness with which he is admitting this is quite remarkable The first thing

«o overcome antisemitism or antijudaism is to realize that it is a part of our European

christian tradition It is even a part of our European-christian identity As long as we deny

this simple fact we never will overcome it.

When I was Ambassador in Africa I had a talk with the President of the National Assembly

of the Republic of Cameroon. We talked, drinking champaign, two hours In the end the

President, his name was Tandeng Muna, said laughing to me: „but Mr Ambassador, you are

not a racist" and I answered. „0h Mr. President, I am a white man, and as a white man I am

a racist But I belong to the few, who have realized just that. And I try very hard to do

something against it" This was the beginning ofmy friendship with Tandeng Muna.

Goethe, in admitting his early disgust, his fear, his negative attitude towards the Jews is

overcoming it, is ..berating himself from it. This is a great teaching, I think. Only .n the last

years the catholic churches made the first moves to acknowledge its guilt towards the

Jewish people, doing it in very small portions It is not only the behaviour of Pms XII.

during the Holocaust. It is a problem of 2000 years of antisemitism of the roman catholic

church And certainly the catholic church will not overcome its inherent antisemit.sm as long

as the church is not admitting the foil heavy weight of this 2000 years old guilt.

That is why I am so glad that after the war the Germans were forced to look very closely

into their terrible antisem.tic past. We were forced by the allies and by the facts to admit the

terrible guilt of the Holocaust This is the first, the inevitable, the necessary step to

overcome antisemitism. We have not yet succeeded in eliminating totally this poison The

events in Berhn Weissensee show us that there is quite a lot of work still to do. But think

we have made the biggest progress in overcoming antisemitism in the so called chnsuan

Eropean culture including the United States of America. This is no, our merit We were

forced to admit our historic antisemitism But it is an illusion to th.nk that only Germans

were antisemitic It is - that is my deep conviction after having thought over this
;

pro em

during my lifetime - a poison inherent in the western Eropean christian culture No other

nation in the world has admitted this inherent antisemitism up to now Except the Germans.
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To overcome deep-rooted prejudices - that is hard work And possibly you never come 100

percent to terms with that. Goethe, as to my judgement, struggled the major part of his life

with it And perhaps only at the very end of his life he succeeded in eliminatmg th.s po.son

out of his brains and out of his heart In his autobiograhpy Goethe is explammg his fear

Going into the Judengasse „the old fairy tales, as eg the cruelty of the Jews agamst

christian children which we have been terribly described in the ..Chronicle" of Gottfried

were darkly presenting themselves to the young mind." This was confirmed by the smiple

fact that the Jews of Frankfurt were ridiculed in a big fresco under the bridge tower which

was commissioned by the authorities of the city

And so he is drawing the conclusion „my contempt for the Jews was for the major part the

reflection of the christian men and women around me" This is a precise soc.ohistonc

explanation of his early feelings against the Jews

It is significant in this context that he is also criticizing the Jews who are. as to him. always

exaggerating. Just this makes the whole thing very cred.ble The embarassmg of

philosemites is, as we all know, that they never find anything to criticize the Jews We see

furtheron that Goethe had not a bad conscience in regard to his early feelings towards Jews

He was s.mply the victim of the prejudices of the society A young man without any

experience cannot defend himself against the authority of the whole world he >s a member

of

Now we know the origin of his negative attitude But there are also a lot ofpositive

aspects: let us look at their origin.

Goethe was a pupil of Herder who preached the gospel of equal dignity of all human

cultures Herder's anthology "Die Stimmen der Vb.ker in Liedern" was to prove the fee

that the gift of poetry was given to all nations And he showed to Goethe the wonderful

o tl character of tie Old Testament Goethe loved the B.ble asV***^^
he Book of Books as well as the most learned Rabbi His language - and this , the center

f the spintua, existence of a real poet - was deep, influenced by the b.bfe And there,

hardly a modern author treating biblical themes as much as Goethe did: A drama and an ep.c

poem on "Joseph" of which only fragments have survived "Das Jahrmarktsfest vo

P.underswe.lern", a serious drama about Esther put into a satire, the***£££>
Jude" the translation of the "Song of Songs", a poetic masterp.ece of the young Goethe.

"Salomons, Konig von Israel und Juda go.dene Worte von der Zeder zum Issop
,

ear

essays "Zwei wichtige biblische Fragen", "Was stand auf den Tafeln des Men Bundes^

The prologue of Faust takes the book of lob as mode. In the "Noten and Abhandhmgen

JW 6 D " we find the long essay. "Israel in der Wuste", and two other essays about the
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book Ruth and the Song of Songs. The references to the bible in his works and letters and

discussions are innumberable.

And then there is a man whose influence on Goethe cannot be overrated. Baruch Spinoza.

Goethe's relationship to this great Jewish philosopher is unique in his life: it is a mixture of

deep admiration for his thoughts, for his character, for his pure humanity - and love, true

deep love. It is a very personal relationship. Whenever Goethe is speaking of Spinoza his

voice is changing and getting the sound of a shy and totally unconditional and infinite loving

veneration.
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During his lifetime Goethe got to know a lot of very remarkable Jews, men and, this has had

certainly a considerable impact on him, women. Three generations of the family of

Mendelssohn. The young Felix was for him something like a celestial revelation. And ifwe

look into his relationship with Marianne van Eybenberg - it was a bit more than simple

friendship.

And then we have to see that for Goethe the idea of God was the greatest idea of all

mankind. And it were the Jews who thought this idea as the first ones. And they stuck to it

throughout thousands of years. And it was this belief in the only God, creator of the

universe, which kept the Jewish nation together So the Jews became for Goethe the

"exemplary" nation. Because a nation must be based on the spirit. Despite of being scattered

all over the planet they remained a nation united by their belief Goethe admired the

"tenacity" of the Jews as a nation.

Goethe was a religious man. Culture, the only thing he was really interested in, was for him

inseparately connected to belief Nature for him was the revelation of God, of a divine spirit

He wanted to penetrate the secret of nature in order to approach God Wherever he saw

true belief he was full of respect The great world religions were always equal to him. And

one of these great world religions was the Jewish one. So he loved the message of Lessing's

"Nathan the Wise". He said: "May the divine feeling for tolerance and forebearance remain

sacred and worthy to the nation".

Here I could conclude these fragmentary ideas saying he overcame his prejudices. But the

things are far more complicated After the Vienna Congress the territory of the Duchy of

Sassonia-Weimar was nearly doubled. In the old former smaller Duchy only 43 Jews were

living. In the new territory however nearly 1200 Jews were living. So, their legal position

had to be defined by law. This was, after very long negotiations, done in the year 1823. The

law concerning the legal position of the Jews was adapted and confirmed by the now Grand

Duke of Saxonia Weimar, Carl August. There was no equality of rights for the Jews in
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regard to the other citizens but it was, held against the background of the overall situation in

Germany, a relatively liberal law. So it allowed the intermarriage between christians and

Jews. In the summer of 1823 Goethe was in Marienbad falling in love with Ulrike von

Levetzow, being desperate about the failure of this love affair and feeling terribly bad

coming back to Weimar. There he got to know the new law. The chancellor of the Great-

Duchy, Friedrich von Muller, on the 23rd of September visited him. I quote: „I had nearly,

about 6 o'clock, entered Goethe's room, when the old gemtlemen poured out his passionate

anger on our new law concerning the Jews which permitted the intermarriage between both

religions. He foresaw the worst consequences from it, pretended if the general

superintendent would have character he would prefer to withdraw from his office than to

marry a Jew in a church in the name of the Holy Trinity. All ethical feelings in the families

which are based on the religious feelings, would be undermined by such a scandalous law;

and he would like to know how to prevent a Jewish woman to become „Oberhofmeisterin"

(at the court). Foreign countries naturally must think of bribary to find the adoption of this

law understandable. Who knows if not the almighty Rothschild is behind all this.'

It is quite clear that Goethe in case he would have been asked, would have voted against

this law. Obviously this is a totally uncontrolled outburst of anger. But this makes the thing

not better, on the contrary. How can this be explained'? The last one who tried to do it was

a colleague of mine at the occasion of the celebration of the Goethe Society in May this year

in Weimar, the Israel Ambassador Ari Primo. He dealt just with our theme: Goethe and the

Jews. He did it in a very noble way maintaining the Jewish position and not accusing the

German poet. He said Goethe was against the emancipation of the Jews because they had

not yet found their dignity. They were a supressed minority. They had to become a nation

again. He even said: Goethe was, in a certain way, a predecessor of Herzl and his idea of

Zionism. But, above all, Goethe was against the emancipation of the Jews, because the

problem itself for him was a wrong problem. The only thing interesting him really was the

human individual. The interest for this human individual was so strong, that for other

problems of the human society not too much was left over.

I think he is right, but it is not easy to understand it

There seemed to be a very deep gap between the social and political thinking of Goethe in

respect of the political situation of his time and his humanism. This gap is very often

described as a contradiction. But I think that is not true.

Goethe's energy was concentrated on the hunamization of the individual and through the

individuals of the society. The state and the society as they were, were the framework in

which each individual could develop its individuality, its person, its personality. He saw very
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well the flaws and deficiencies of the political and social structure of his time But he

believed deeply that the development of the personality required stable and unshaken social

and political conditions So he accepted the flaws and deficiencies of the social organization

of his time because it was offering such a stable framework.

Furtheron: for him a human community was an ..organism". He hated everything disturbing

the organic development of something living like a human community. He was deeply

convinced that the organic changements in the society should not come from revolutions,

from artificial laws which did not correspond to the present state of the organically

developing society but from ideologies He hated ideologies In so far he is the contrary of

the normal German intellectuals who are all more or less ideologists, since centuries. And

the law concerning the Jews was for him the expression of an emancipation ideology. And.

because of that, it was necessarily producing confusion within the society. So we see h.m as

an opponent not only to Jewish emancipation but also to the emancipation ofwomen, of the

lower social classes, of the democratisation of the society, of the liberty of the press etc.

The conclusion which is nearly everywhere drawn from this attitude is that he is called a

conservative even an unpolitical, a man against human freedom, who has nothing to say to

our time But this cannot be true Because of the simple fact that in the course of the 19th

century battles for the emancipation of the Jews, of the women, of the working classes, the

battles for democratisation and the human rights was led very often and by very important

representatives of all these groups in the name of Goethe In a certain way no German spirit

has contributed as much to the emancipation of the Jews as Goethe did

The first German Republic is called the ..Weimar Republic". Why^ The answer is very

simple because the Goethian humanism, his concept of the dignity of the md.v.dual was

seen by the founding fathers of this republic as the ultimate goal of a democratic human

society And of course the workers and their representatives in the trade unions and the

representatives of the women's emancipation referred just to this ideal And the same is true

for the emancipation of the Jews.

For him the only really legitimate way of making good policy was to strengthen the human

content of the society. He had no trust at all in constitutions, in laws, in revolutions, in

demonstrations, in the majority He was against the freedom of the press in his time because

he was deeply convinced that nearly nobody could handle it responsibly. The rule of even a

stupid prince seemed to him preferable to the rule of a majority in his time, which had to

finish up into the battle of different egoisms, of envy, of ideologies, destroying the

possibility of a really human society.
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As to the Jewish-christian intermarriage: he had nothing against the marriage of Rahel Levin

with Varnhagen von Ense, of Friedrich Schlege! with Dorothea Veit etc. Why not?

Obviously because he was convinced that these persons had the matunty to handle the

conflicts necessarily coming up with such an intermarriage He had nothing agamst the Jews

because they were Jews There are a lot of Jewish persons with whom he had the best and

friendliest relations But the Jews as a minority were, in his view, not at all prepared and

mature enough to be integrated into the christian-German society of his time. In one word:

he found the Weimar Law concerning the Jews an attack to his personal concept of policy

and this made him angry And because he was angry and because he felt very bad m these

days his arguments are very weak It is the outbreak of a person who feels personally hurt

With his own political concept he was totally alone in his times He could not even express

them publicly. He knew quite well that his times were already so ..progressive" that he

would have made himself ridiculous formulating them. So he puts them into his poetry

particularly in his Faust and in his Wilhelm Meister

But because he could not express them towards a ..modern" man l.ke Friedrich von

Muller the old anti-Jewish irrational arguments came up: The bribery by rich Jews,

particularly the family Rothschild Th,s is very much below the level of a Goethian

argumentation and as such very sad In the evening of the 23rd of September 1823 he wrote

in his diary: „In the evening the Chancellor von Muller, about intermarriage between

christians and Jews, unp.easent discussion." ..Unpleasant discussion", I think Goethe did not

fee. all toawell after his outbreak I even think he was ashamed of it. Rightly so. It was not

the themXhich was unpleasant, it was the ..discussion" But the Chancellor von MU. er did

no, say a word about this theme! There was only the outbreak of Goethe himself And so

this unpleasant (unerfreulich) must refer to his own behaviour

The attitude of Goethe regarding the emancipation of Jews is the more remarkable because

the noblest non-Jewish fighters for emancipation were very close to him There ,s firstly

Heinrich Luden, the then famous historian whose interference made the Weimar Jewish Law

as liberal as it was, there is Alexander von Humboldt whose great and human anthropology

revolted against the supression of the Jewish „race", there was Karl Varnhagen von Ense,

who dedicating all his life to the memory of his wife, was, together with Alexander von

Humboldt, a great fighter for Jewish rights (The friendship between Vanhagen von Ense

Humboldt was mainly based upon their common fight for Jewish rights )
And there was

Bettina von Arnim, whose great heart was beating for each social group supressed by the

society. The „Book of Demons" is mainly dedicated to her fight for jewish right, All th

persons were, ,n a certain sense, pupils of Goethe All of them admired him infinitely^ of

them were formed by just his humanity. Bettina tried very hard to engage him in her fight

He declined It is, what he once called (towards Schiller) his ..realistic tick". „The burning

ESi
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a farmhouse, that is a tragedy, the ruin of the Holy Roman Empire - that is only an empty

phrase
" One is really sometimes startled reading some formulations of Goethe confirming

the social situation of his time So he is, quite naively, speaking of the German Empire

from the Emperor downwards to the Jews". This is not an expression of contempt. It is

simply a description of an existing social fact But, at the first glance, it is rather fnghtening

to see, that this great man is accepting such a fact as a fact without revolting against it.

The undisputable opposition of Goethe against the ..progressive" tendencies of his time have

had the consequence that his great contribution towards the progress itself is up to now

totally underestimated.

This is particularly true for the emancipation of the Jews The most wonderful testimony of

this is the great book of Hannah Arendt on Rahel Varnhagen. Rahel is so significant because

the Jewish fate in these times was formulated by nobody else as clearly as by this very

particular women She was a women, she was Jewish, she was an intellectual, and she was

not ugly but not at all attractive And all these four factors made, that she had, in a certa.n

way no possibility to live She recognized very early that this was her „fate". And it was the

work let's say more precisely the words, the language of Goethe which made this fate

supportable She was excluded from nearly everything But there, in theses words, she

found the grounds of her existence I have to quote Hannah Arendt, who is mostly using the

words of Rahel Both ladies belong certainly to the most admirable female persons of

German spiritual history. Goethe told her the idea: happiness and unhappiness do not fall

simply upon a creature from heaven, but there are happiness and unhappiness only in a life,

which is giving up the context Happiness and unhappiness are in Wilhelm Meister forming

elements; the unhappiness with Mariane in the first book is even chasing Me.ster into the

history of his formation. Nothing could be more teaching and more consoling for Rahel than

a life in which everything happening has a significance, which makes it understandable So

that there is hardly something left in which the elementary destructive, that what is forcing

the human person to give up himself, can interfere, in which even the chance, the

coincidence has become an educated man It is the great luck in Rahe.s fife that she has

found somebody whom to trust. The fact that all that what is happening to her m detail can

be expressed in general, without being falsified, even that in this generality her fragmentary

life is kept and destinated to remain „My friend has expressed it also this time for me
,

she

says when she is reading the prelude of Faust Her knowledge, her sufferance her liberty

will die only with herself, but this will not die. These words will also take her mto the

other world All the time this rythm will overwhelm us Everything what Goethe ,s saying ,

an epitome." The poetry is changing the single thing she is speaking about mto a genera

because she is using the language not only as a means of information about a certain fact but

transforming the language to the homeland of the fact The language should preserve
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Within the language the things said should be able to remain, to remain longer in the world

than it is possible for the mortal man. That is how the things expressed in language, which

are determinded to rest, are taken out of the fragmentary and become an epitome. Only in

the totally liberated purity of the poetic, in which all words so to speak are to be heard for

the first time, the language can become a friend of hers to whom she can tell her fate and

her unique life, to whom she can entrust all her suffering and loneliness. Again and again his

words are liberating her out of the mute bewitchment of the things only happening. The fact

that she can speak gives her an asylum in the world, teaches her to converse with human

beings, teaches her to trust what she is hearing The fact that she can speak she is owing to

Goethe".

It is the purity of the great poetic language which is giving her an asylum, giving her the air

to breathe. I think this is the deepest interpretation of the deep love which the major part of

the Jewish intellectuals felt for Goethe during the 19th and 20th century. We can understand

this effect of Goethes poetry only, ifwe understand the ghetto situation of the Jewish

community in Germany and in Europe. In the purity of this poetry they felt free. These

words did not adress them as Jews, they adressed them as human beings and they got, by

these words and because of these words, their human pride. The Jews understood Goethe

so well because nearly all of them had a human fate, which was determined mostly by the

fact that they were Jews. And Goethe is the German poet, who, more than any other

German poet, is forming human fate, without judging upon it, only understanding it, looking

at it with wonderfully human eyes. So it seems to me not an accident that the Goethe

philology was determined by so very many Jews. The first President of the Goethe Society,

Ernst von Simson, in this time President also of the Imperial Court of Justice

(Reichsgericht), the first editor of the Goethe yearbook, Ludwig Geiger, all the many

biographers from Bielschowsky to Julius Bab, Richard M. Meyer, Emil Ludwig, Georg

Brandes up to Georg Simmel and Friedrich Gundolf - Wilfried Barner has put together the

long list of all the Jewish authors - are testimonies of this function of Goethe's work for the

Jewish intellectuals in the last 150 years. Indeed, very many Jews loved Germany because

they loved Goethe and his German language, which in its purity is very different from the

normal German language. In Jewish-German households the children were educated to love

and to admire Goethe. Of course this occupation with Goethe had also an emancipatorial

reason. In occupying themselves so intensely with the most famous German poet they

wanted to prove their being Germans. Who could deny their being German if they did so

very much to the glory of the greatest German spirit? But why they did not take Schiller or

Bismarck or Frederick the Great? This concentration on Goethe has its deepest reason in

the liberating quality of the word of this great poet, liberating the Jews to their fate in the

German society. Unfortunately the Germans were not liberated to their fate by Goethe.
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They believed they were the fate themselves And this became fatal for the world and

themselves.

The more rediculous it is that the opposition of Ludwig Boerne and, partially, of Heinrich

Heine against Goethe was used by the Nazis to prove the anti-German character of the

German-Jewish community. The attitude of these two great Jewish authors had nothing to

do with their being not German. Both loved Germany from the bottom of their hearts and it

was their love for Germany which made them criticize Germany and the political situation in

Germany and, together with all that, also Goethe.

Also in the darkest days of German history, during the Nazi time, even in the concentration

camps this love did not end There, in this terrible hell of the concentration camps, it were

three books which were read by the prisoners The bible and Goethe's poems and his Faust

Not only by the christians - also by the Jews. 1 think it would be worthwhile to look mto this

fact a bit deeper. I got aware of it because of the essay of Karl Jaspers „Our Future and

Goethe" in which he is proving that after the concentration camps Goethe has become

irrelevant He is proving this on the highest intellectual level which sometimes does not

protect from stupidity For me the judgement of the Jews in the concentration camps is very

much more believable and authentic than that of a German philosophy professor.

There is a deeply moving tesimony of the Jewish Goethe love in a poem of Berthold

Vierthel written in exile, in the United States I got to know it by Prof Steinecke who, some

weeks ago, talked in Lawrence, Kansas, on "Goethe and the German exile". Vierthel ,s

spealung of a Faust performance in this country 1 read these verses in the original German

version:

Auch Juden spielen mit, die Unverbesserlichen,

Juden: - werft sie hinaus aus Eurem deutschen Pferch,

Sie spielen Goethe! Brandmarkt sie als undeutsch,

Sie spielen Goethe! Hetzt sie unselig uber die Erde hin,

Sie spielen Goethe' Entkommene Schutzhaftjuden,

Mit einem Buchstaben in ihrem PaB,

Mit Israel und Sara vor dem Namen,

Sie spielen Goethe! Und sie spielen ihn,

Wie diese ganze Gruppe spielgerechter,

Mit einer Treue, die sie schoner macht,

Ihn riihrender' Ich sah's durch nasse Augen,

Durch dieses Spieles Kraft vom Hass erlost.
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Also here, in these last lines, we feel the liberating force of Goethe's word. There must be

some force in it if a Jew in these times, living in exile, knowing that his people is murdered

in concentration camps, is liberated from hating Germans and Germany because of this

word. Possibly great poetry is the greatest force, the greatest power of peace in this mostly

terrible world. But who cares, who sees, who respects this power'? Possibly Goethe was the

best politician we ever had, because he knew that liberty cannot be created from outside, by

law, by constitutions, by revolutions, but it must grow inside the human spirit And nobody

did more to make it grow than he did.

Perhaps Goethe's concept of a human community, of human policy is not so outdated, so

obsolete, so conservative, as it is nearly always characterized. Boerne fought against Goethe

because this man was always against democratic progressive reforms, laws and

constitutions. And Boerne was an enthusiastic democrat who hated the backward policitcal

situation in Germany and who fought against it graciously and with deep conviction. And

who will doubt the democratic-republican character and enthusiasm of Ludwig Boerne'?

Perhaps he had only one ally in Germany. And this ally lived in Weimar. His fight against

Goethe is nothing else than a very deep misunderstanding of the outside of the great

Weimarian. Friedrich Schlegel once said: Fichtes Scientology, Goethe's Wilhelm Meister

and the French Revolution are the great tendencies of the time. Perhaps this is a bit more

than a romantic pun If Goethe would have been a revolutionary he would not have been

Goethe. There are sufficient great revolutionaries in history. But there is only one Goethe.

I could only indicate some aspects of this vast theme. Both parts of this theme Goethe on

the one side as well as the spiritual and political situation of the German Jews during the

19th and 20th century on the other side are very difficult to understand.

The resistance and opposition of some very respectable Jews in the beginning of this century

is in a certain sense not directed against Goethe himself but against the bourgeois image of

Goethe which was used as an alibi for an empty cultural situation in Germany And I confess

that, because of my love for Goethe, very many of the Goethe manifestations of this year

make me sick!

It is nearly not important if Goethe is praised or criticized.

Goethe should be understood And to understand it is necessary to listen. Ifwe don't listen

we cannot learn. Everybody is asking today: Is Goethe still relevant for us*? I would like to

propose to ask: how we present ourselves to the humanism of Goethe"? I fear, his judgement

upon our times would not be the most positive one He would have to criticize quite a lot of

our behaviour in this world, I suppose. And perhaps the literary historians could shift their
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attention from literature to the effect of great poetry on history in the broadest sense. Eg

the influence of Goethe's poetry on Beethoven's, Schubert's, Schumann's music or on

Friedrich Ebert's and Gustav Stresemann's idea of democracy and human rights or on the

German resistance against Adolf Hitler or on great scientific discoveries and ideas or on the

development of laws, particularly the development of human rights (I remember the great

German Law Professor Gustav Radbruch) or on the idea of a human world culture, which

finds expression in the UNESCO or on the idea of world peace and its conditions, or our

view on history, which certainly must be denationalized, or on psychology or on our

relationsship towards nature or on our thinking about freedom and liberty, on the function

of real culture in our lives etc. The influence of Goethe goes far beyond literature
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Great poetry is not existing because Professors write books or essays about it. It is a part of

human life, of human thinking, of human decisions, of human actions. Wherever you look

on the influence of Goethes work upon life you will find it very progressive and positive, if

he was not falsified by literature professors and teachers at our universities and schools.

And so he was also a very positive element in the emancipation of German Jews. There is

the conservative surface - and there is a very progressive content, a very "great tendency"

It is not very intelligent to see only the surface. He liberated very many German Jews to

themselves. Without asking them to deny their venerable belief. He wanted them to find

their dignity as Jews. He did not respect Jews because of their becoming christians. As he

did not estimate protestants becoming catholics The self respect of the Jews is the most

elementary condition of their equal social position in a society. Let me finish with a personal

confession: For me it is a great experience to meet and to know Jewish persons in this

country who are proudly Jews.

I thank you



End of Goethe und die Juden.


